Abstract.
Introduction
The notion of (o)-convergence was introduced by G. Birkhoff (see [Bl] , [B2] ) and, independently, by Kantorovich ([K] ). Let S? be a quantum logic, i.e., an orthomodular lattice (for definition see [V] ). For any a £ 2? we denote by aL the orthocomplement of a. We say that the net aa of elements of J? (o)-converges to a £ 21 (written aa -°-^ a), if there exist nets ba, ca such that ba ^ aa Ú ca and ba / a, ca \ a. (ba / a, ca \ a means that ba is increasing, Vba = a, and ca is decreasing, f\ca = a.) The order topology x0 on 5? is the strongest topology such that (o)-convergence of a net implies the topological convergence. If Jz? is separable (i.e. every set of pairwise orthogonal elements of 2? is at most countable), then in the definition of the order topology it suffices to use sequences instead of nets (see [S] ). In this case, a" -^-* a is OO CO OO CO equivalent to the equality V f\ a^ -a -A V flfc • The order topology n=\ k=n «=1k=n
was studied very intensively in recent years from various points of view, for example in [E] , [EW] . The comparison with other topologies on S? was studied in [PR1] 
Mn^Mmxunif
iff ||P""-P"||-0,
Mn -> M in Tstrong iff \\PM"x-PMx\\ ^0 for every x £ H.
In [P] (1) ||P^"jc -P^xH -0 and ||PMx -Pß"x|| -» 0 for every x £ H. This implies ||Pb"a: -PAnx\\ -» 0.
||PB"x -P""Jc||2 = ||PB"-^x||2
= ||PB"-^"x||2 + HP^-^xll2 -+ 0.
Then, according to (1) and (2), we obtain (4) ll£A/ft.,ll2= £ tâj(g»,'8nJ) + t\lt\2. Hence, by (4),
The immediate consequence is max |A,| = Vd < 2. In the opposite case,
which is a contradiction to (3). So, we have obtained 
From (1), (2), and (5) Since a one-dimensional subspace can be represented with a unit vector, according to Lemma 3.1, we can formulate the result of the previous theorem as it is expressed in the title of this article. To, because A?<Pi + <Pn+i -* 0 weakly.
